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Monte Carlo Yachts constant research for balance between functionality
and aesthetic is clearly represented in the American version of the new
innovative MCY 66, MCY 70 and MCY 76. With customers’ interests at
heart, Monte Carlo Yachts distinguishes itself internationally once again
for its fully custom-designed layouts featuring hand-made elements
created with high-quality materials.

MCY 66 | MCY 70 | MCY 76 take the scene at FLIBS
Going back to Fort Lauderdale and seeing how the family has grown, what a
pleasure! In terms of people presence and performance, the last edition of the FLIBS
was a success. A great job was done together with our official dealers and American
partners.

A special thanks goes to press, owners and friends who reserved to
MCY 66, MCY 70 and MCY 76 genuine enthusiasm and excellent feedbacks.

A special thanks goes also to Power & Motoryacht that came to visit us at FLIBS.
Click on the video below to watch an interesting review of the American version of the
new MCY 76!

American lifestyle
We are extremely pleased to share with you some shoots of MCY 66, MCY 70 and
MCY 76 framed by the suggestive skyline of Miami.

Whatever the reason, creativity is one of the great hallmarks of Miami. From art to
design, the city is constantly on the search for bold new ideas. On the other side,
instead, Monte Carlo Yachts is driven by the philosophy of designing and
manufacturing timeless elegant yachts that are as unique as its owners. Thus, Miami
represents the perfect location where to display the MCY Collection!

MCY 70 shines in Valencia
From October, 30th to November, 3rd a magnificent MCY 70 represented the whole
MCY Collection at Valencia International Boat Show confirming the strong presence
of the brand in the Mediterranean area.
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